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Winters, just the mere mention of this word curls your toes. One remembers all the woolens and
warm clothes and thinks about slow slumbers days and chilling nights. The pain is in not just being
outdoors in the winter, but being indoors too is an exercise in double self-control. One prefers sitting
near the fireplace reading a book or cuddling inside the blankets cozily watching a TV show or a
movie. Stepping on the floor barefoot is considered nothing less than a punishment and life doth
indoors and outdoors comes to a screeching halt.

All one does during the winters is lazily sit back and wish for the better times to return. However,
some enjoy the winters too. Who are they? They are the people who have wooden houses that
have wooden flooring. It is a known fact that wood keeps the surroundings warm. Those who live in
homes made of wood enjoy winters more as they can freely move around their houses without
feeling the winter slapping under their feet.

While it may seem like having wooden flooring done in the house may cost you a million dollar, but
the truth is that there are many supplementary products that feel like wood, behave like wood but do
not price like wood and still keep your home warm. Yes, we are talking about wood laminate that
looks feels and behaves like wood at a much lesser cost of installation and maintenance.  Wood
laminate is a simple wooden film treated and textured in such a way that it looks exactly like wood. 

Wood laminate can easily be used for flooring and around the house and the luxury of living in a
house made of wood can be enjoyed. The most popular form of wood laminate used around the
house is walnut laminates. Without any doubt, one can use the walnut laminates for flooring, as they
are extremely abrasion resistant and polished. In modern day homes, walnut laminate flooring is
used quite prolifically and is very popular too. 

Another advantage of using wood laminates for wood apart from the cost is durability. While,
bacteria and insects may attack your wooden flooring, wood laminates are 100% germ free. In fact,
the popularity of wood laminate is such that now furniture is also made of these. Counter tops,
dining tables, tabletops, chairs, flexible partitions etc. are examples of furniture made of
laminates.Counter tops and flexible partitions are used around stores and malls and have found
more usability than just being limited to homes. This speaks volumes about the quality and durability
of wood laminates as they are increasingly being chosen over real wood.
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Smith - About Author:
Greenlam is Asiaâ€™s best laminate a counter tops solution provider. At Greenlam, sustainability
combines with aesthetics to provide creative laminate solutions like a walnut laminates, a wood
laminate  etc. Greenlam laminates are sturdy and eco-friendly.
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